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The Analysis of the Function of the Small Boundary Markets from
the Viewpoint of the Non-Agent Anti-Jet Fighter Cannon with the
Emphasis of the Frontiersmen Roles (Case Study: Mahirood’s Small
Boundary Market of Sarbisheh from South Khorasan Province)
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Abstract
At present time most countries of the world had always been considered
the non-agent anti-jet fighter cannon as one of the most effective and
permanent defensive style against the civil or foreign threats. Also in
Iran regarding the strategic position of the east frontier localities of the
country, since a long time ago south Khorasan for reposing in the course
of Silk Road in commerce and merchandize transaction and by having the
most common boundary line with Afghanistan had been enjoyed proper
and special importance. Among this the role of non-agent anti-jet fighter
cannon and territory logistics and specially the logistics of frontier localities
becomes salient. One of the proper anti-jet fighter cannon strategies in
frontier localities of the province for confrontation with threats is the
establishment and expansion of boundary small markets activities because
this small markets has been the obvious evidence of the people’s participation
in economic affairs of the region which can caused the permanency of
frontiersman and prevent their continuous immigration and this matter
leads to the stable expansion and security of the region. This research with
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descriptive-analytic method and by reliance to the library and field sources
(the interviews and authors observations) has been considered the role
of Mahirood’s small boundary markets of Sarbisheh in undertaking the
safety of the frontier localities of the province from the viewpoint of nonagent anti-jet fighter cannon. The study findings of the present research
indicates that this small boundary market from the past years has been as
one of the important crows of the beginning of occupation, stabilization
of the frontiersmen population, decreasing of privation and the expansion
of commercial relations with neighboring countries and permanently has
an outstanding effect in economic activities and establishing the safety of
Sarbisheh region and even all of the province.
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